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Applying "Scruffy" Methods to Enable Work-Integrated Learning

Stefanie N. Lindstaedt, Tobias Ley, Peter Scheir, and Armin Ulbrich

This contribution introduces the concept of work-integrated learning which distinguishes itself from traditional e-Learning in that it provides learning support (i) during work task execution and tightly contextualized to the work context, (ii) within the work environment, and (iii) utilizes knowledge artefacts available within the organizational memory for learning. We argue that in order to achieve this highly flexible learning support we need to turn to "scruffy" methods (such as associative retrieval, genetic algorithms, Bayesian and other probabilistic methods) which can provide good results in the presence of uncertainty and the absence of fine-granular models. Hybrid approaches to user context determination, user profile management, and learning material identification are discussed and first results are reported.

1 Motivation

In current business practice and e-Learning research projects, most spending is devoted to enhancing knowledge transfer of formal training interventions. Haskell [1] informs us that in 1998 US$ 70 billion were spent on formal training and Back [2] states that in 2000 US$ 78 billion were spent on corporate training and continuing education. On the other hand, studies have revealed that in today’s economy only a small amount of knowledge that is actually applied to job activities (learning transfer) comes from formal training. On average people only transfer less than 30% of what is being learned in formal training to the professional workplace in a way that enhances performance. This is independent of the kind and quality of the courses taught, but mainly depends on too little consideration of work environment needs during and after formal training efforts [3]. 80-90% of what employees know of their job, they know from informal learning [4]. Initiatives aiming at enhancing knowledge transfer of formal training try to answer the question: "How much does the learner know after engaging in this learning experience?"
the formal training?" Instead, as suggested by the above numbers, the question which should be asked is: "To which extent can the learner apply the newly acquired skills to her work tasks?"

2 Work-Integrated Learning in Knowledge Work

Based on these insights, our concept of work-integrated learning focuses on enabling a shift from the training perspective of the organization to the learning perspective of the individual. Specifically, we are interested in exploring how informal learning happens within the work environment today and how it can be supported in the future.

The kind of on-the-job learning and learning-by-doing already takes place in companies. Otherwise people would not have been able to learn the 80-90% of the things they need to know on the job (see section 1). These questions have been addressed by research focussing on informal workplace learning [5]. However, much of what we know today is based on research in educational settings (schools and universities) or in formal workplace training. Much less research has been conducted in informal workplace learning settings.

A large scale empirical study into how people learn at the workplace has been conducted by Kookan et al. [6] who used a multi-method approach. Based on in-depth workplace observations, interviews, self reports in learning diaries and a survey conducted in knowledge intensive companies, the authors conclude that informal learning at the workplace is very frequent. It consists mainly in searching in digitally documented sources and contacting colleagues through face-to-face means. 63% and 70% of the learning episodes studied in this investigation involved these two kinds of learning strategies respectively.

With the work-integrated learning approach, we are especially seeking to support knowledge work. We follow Kelloway and Barling [7] when they delineate four types of knowledge work: (i) Creation of new knowledge or innovation, (ii) the application of existing knowledge to current problems, (iii) the packaging or teaching of knowledge, and (iv) the acquisition of existing knowledge through research or learning. Typical knowledge workers may include engineers, analysts, consultants, researchers and the like.

What is key, is that a person conducting knowledge work is likely to engage in all these activities intermittently and thereby dynamically switch to different roles in the context of their work. It is these different roles that a knowledge worker typically employs which we seek to support with the work-integrated learning approach. This is also the main distinction to more traditional (e-)Learning approaches [8]. To work, learn and teach efficiently and effectively, a knowledge worker must be provided with optimal guidance to manage the large variety of knowledge artefacts available in the corporate information infrastructure.

Based on these insights from informal learning and knowledge work research, work-integrated learning may be described by the following characteristics:

- Individuals are responsible for their own competency development and they learn autonomously: they set their own learning goals, are responsible for time management and results, and chose their own learning strategy.
- Individuals are enabled to learn within their own specific work processes and context: When a learning situation during work appears, the individual in general is empowered to satisfy the learning need at that time.
- Organizations provide the work environment (also including flexibility, time, etc.) to enable this competency advancement and actively support it in their cultures.
- Any guidance provided must be flexible to support different knowledge work roles.

In the subsequent sections, we discuss some challenges and how these can be accommodated for by the application of advanced information and communication technologies. As a conclusion, we present concrete approaches and implementations which illustrate the use of these "scruffy" methods in organizational settings.

3 Technological Challenges

Typically e-Learning systems are a wonder of carefully designed content, fine-granular models, interdependencies and hand crafted metadata: The learning domain is broken down into meaningful learning units or modules which encompass concepts, facts and processes. They entail fine granular learning information, exercises, tests, etc. Each of these units is carefully designed using a multitude of different media appropriate for the learning type and learning purpose the unit is serving. A dependency structure identifies prerequisites and post-conditions. Based on the units, learning paths (courses) can be created by instructional designers taking into account the target group as well as preferred didactical aspects. In order to allow for improved personalization, a multitude of metadata is attached to the units. A number of metadata formats have been developed by different specification and implementation bodies, such as IMS Global Learning Consortium (IMS)\(^1\), the Aviation Industry CBT Committee (AICC)\(^2\) and the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI)\(^3\). Designers can specify how a system should react upon certain conditions and which services are to be invoked dynamically during learning (e.g. start a conference, send emails to peer learners). In addition, information on the learning resource’s type of interactivity (active, expositive, mixed), semantic density (very low, low, medium, high, very high) and difficulty (very easy, easy, medium, difficult, very difficult) can be attached to learning resources.

\(^1\) <http://www imsproject.org/>
\(^2\) <http://www.aicc.org/>
\(^3\) <http://dublincore.org/>
In addition to metadata describing learning resources, e-Learning systems often provide detailed user models which allow for the representation of different learning levels and competency portfolios in the different areas, learning preferences, etc. A learner’s peers, tutors and teachers are represented in order to allow students access to expert help.

In short, one is faced with a thoroughly designed network of interrelated pieces which need to be artfully concerted to deliver a meaningful learning experience to the user. Reflecting on these properties, one can easily understand why e-Learning content is expensive to create, requires lots of (metadata) standardization, and also requires a lot of organizational structure.

In contrast, new learning approaches such as work-integrated learning (see [8], for possible scenarios) and organizational learning put one requirement in the centre of attention: **Flexibility**. Being closer to the application of knowledge (rather than to the internalization of knowledge) such approaches critically rely on providing always the newest available content in ever changing learning situations. While in traditional course-oriented e-Learning one could still manage the large amount of design work (also because the learning domains stayed rather stable), this is not the case any more in these new settings. Here we have to strive for the best possible available learning information instead of striving for the best designed e-Learning content.

Thus, in such situations it is simply impossible to create and maintain such a carefully crafted network of independent learning pieces and structures. Instead, we have to move towards embracing approaches which enable us to best deal with change (while at the same time accepting their side effects such as a lower level of accuracy, likelihood of errors and not always optimal instructional design).

In the following section we discuss three functionalities crucial for the implementation of work-integrated learning: (1) user context determination, (2) user profile management, and (3) identification of relevant learning material. We present possibilities of moving away from the pure approaches of instructional design to the application of "scruffy" methods (such as associative retrieval, genetic algorithms, Bayesian and other probabilistic methods) to enable work-integrated learning. The "intelligence" within such systems may be "seen as a form of search and as such not perfectly solvable in a reasonable amount of time" [9].

### 4 Hybrid Approaches

The approaches discussed in the following have been developed within two ongoing projects: DYONIPOS4 (Dynamic ONtology based Integrated Process Optimisation) aims at providing a user context-aware personal information management system and APOSDEL5 (Advanced Process-Oriented Self-Directed Learning Environment) where the objective is to develop support tools for work-integrated learning (following the vision introduced above). From DYONIPOS we report results concerning user context determination. From APOSDEL we report results concerning user profile management and identification of relevant learning material.

The foundation of our approach (within both projects) is to not rely on specifically created (e-)Learning content, but to reuse existing (organizational) content which was not necessarily created with teaching in mind. We tap into all the resources of an organizational memory which might encompass project reports, studies, notes, intermediate results, plans, graphics, etc. as well as dedicated learning resources (if available) such as course descriptions, handouts and (e-)Learning modules. The challenge we are addressing is: How can we make this confusing mix of information accessible to the knowledge worker in a way that she can advance her competencies with it?

A frequently travelled path (also within e-Learning systems) is the creation of fine-grained semantic models which allow for the categorization and retrieval of such resources. But as we discussed above, the creation of such models, their maintenance and the annotation of resources with their concepts prove prohibitive in a dynamic environment. Thus, our approach is a hybrid one: complementing coarse grained semantic models (maintained as much as possible automatically, see below) with the power of diverse scruffy methods, improved over time through usage data and user feedback (collective intelligence).

Here the models play two roles: serving as initial retrieval triggers and providing the basis for simple inferences and heuristics to interpret user interactions. There is a trade-off for accuracy here. However, users have become increasingly accustomed to this concept through their usage of (Internet) search engines. Also, obsolete models do not provide any added value and additionally are in danger of providing a false sense of security.

The general course of action within both systems, DYONIPOS and APOSDEL is: we employ a daemon running in the background to capture and analyze a user’s actions (e.g. mouse movements, keyboard entries, opening of applications). User context data thus observed, and specifically work tasks recognized, are stored in the user profiles and are improved via inference mechanisms and heuristics which interpret the user context in relationship to the task and domain models kept. This user profile data in turn is used for adapting support to the users’ needs and interests. Based on the user profile data, recommendations are computed within an associative network aiming at supporting the users’ learning goal attainment, the preparation of the retrieval of resources and acts of collaboration. In the following sections we describe three hybrid approaches to accomplish this.

#### 4.1 User Context Determination

The determination of a user’s work context is crucial in order to provide support for work-integrated learning.

---

4 <http://www.dyonipos.at>

5 <http://www.aposdle.org>
Within e-Learning systems the work context of the user is typically ignored. Instead an artificial learning context is created which is mainly based on the learning domain and learning concept to be acquired.

The DYONIPOS approach to context determination involves two phases: a training phase and a run-time phase. During the training phase task executions by a number of different users are captured and labelled. These captured execution logs are then utilized to train a classifier to distinguish between the different tasks. During run-time the context determinator continuously monitors the interactions of the user and tries to automatically classify the execution logs. If an execution log is classified with a confidence value above a certain threshold the task is recognized [10].

We use an ontology that describes the user’s context by taking into account the user’s interactions, the resources on which the user acts on and the corresponding (automatically extracted and manual generated) metadata relations.

The user’s context model can be seen as a semantic pyramid which describes the continuous evolution of contextual information through different, semantic layers (Figure 1). Starting at the bottom with events that are executed by one knowledge worker and ending with processes where many knowledge workers can be involved.

User interactions with the system and reactions from the system to the user’s interactions represent events. Events can be user inputs, such as mouse movements, mouse clicks, starting a program, creating a folder, a Web search, or opening a file.

An event block is defined by a sum of events which are chronologically ordered. An example of an event block is "editing a document on page 2". Event blocks are formed using predefined static rules, which map a set of events to an event block. Event blocks are combined into tasks by grouping together similar event blocks into semantic sets. The tasks obtained by this grouping are automatically learned from low-level events and event blocks which are a result of the sensor data aggregation.

The manual assignment of the event blocks to a task is used to train a classifier. The training is based on the context features we observe. Some context features which provide valuable information, e.g. the window title or the application name, are used directly for training. Other context features, e.g. user input or the content of a currently viewed document or Web page, require pre-processing (e.g., stemming, stopword removal). A detailed analysis of an extended experiment at the Austrian Ministry of Finance reports achieved accuracy of up to 75%. Here only four out of 13 context features are utilized (application name, content, window title, and semantic type) and five classification algorithms are compared.

This shows that the use of classifiers for user context determination is feasible and that the results can be the basis for user profile management and identification of relevant learning material as discussed in the next two sections.

4.2 User Profile Management
APOSDEL stores user-related context information (see...
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section above), specifically the identified tasks, in digital user profiles. These profiles are used for maintaining the user’s usage history and current context with respect to their personal work, learning, and collaboration related experiences. The form chosen for representing user information has been informed by approaches from related research on user contexts (e.g. [11]) and user modelling [12]. The APOSDLE approach differentiates between four forms of user related data (see Figure 2): user data, usage data, inferred data, and environment data. This layering of user profile information allows us to clearly separate factual information and assumed information about the user. The outermost layer (environment data) is not directly related to an individual user’s profile and is as such not stored within the user profile. Nevertheless, environment data has a significant impact on the user profile: The user profile services operating on the user and usage data utilize the environment data for interpretation and computing inferences.

One example of how environment data can support the interpretation of user profile data is the mapping between tasks and learning goals. A learning goal describes knowledge and skills needed to perform a task. It is defined as a discrete element of a cognitive activity (learning goal type) connected with a domain concept. The formalisms employed are based on competence-based knowledge space theory [13]. One important advantage of this theory is that it allows the computation of learning goals through a learning need analysis by comparing knowledge needed to execute a task and the knowledge state of the user. Another one is the possibility to infer a user’s learning history by examining the work task she has engaged with in the past (task-based learning history).

The current APOSDLE prototype utilizes the number of work task executions as a basis for predicting which learning goals have been mastered. A preliminary simulation employing a cross validation technique resulted in moderate to high validity scores. In the future we plan to also take collaborations concerning similar topics into account.

This shows that it is feasible to use user behaviour as the basis for competency identification. Our goal is to automatically infer a variety of user characteristics through interaction analysis thus freeing the user from continually updating her user profile. Clearly user feedback plays a significant role here and we already are experimenting with different possibilities.

4.3 Identifying Learning Material

In order to provide powerful, intelligent retrieval mechanisms for work-integrated learning support the APOSDLE approach includes an associative network [14]. This associative network implements heterogeneous retrieval mechanisms: semantic retrieval (based on learning domain concepts) is seamlessly integrated with a variety of similarity-based retrieval mechanisms.

This has the advantage of on the one hand providing services with exact matched materials for instructional design tools and on the other hand also providing more inexact similarity-based services for information delivery and creativity tools. In addition, the fact that associative networks can "learn" based on changing the edge weights is used by APOSDLE to incorporate implicit as well as explicit user feedback.

The associative network relies on both, information in an ontology and the statistical information in a collection of documents. The associative network is queried by a set of concepts from the ontology and returns a set of documents. Documents in the system are (partly) annotated with ontological concepts if a document deals with a concept.
For example, if the document is an introduction to use case models it is annotated with the corresponding concept in the ontology. The annotation process is performed manually but is supported by statistical techniques (e.g. identification of frequent words in the document collection) [15].

Concepts from the ontology are used as metadata for documents in the system. Opposed to classical metadata, the ontology specifies relations between the concepts. For example, class-subclass relationships are defined as well as arbitrary semantic relations between concepts are modelled (e.g. UseCase isComposedOf Action).

The structure of the ontology can be utilized for calculating the similarity between two concepts in the ontology. This similarity can be used to extend a query by similar concepts before retrieving documents dealing with a set of concepts.

After retrieval of documents was performed, the result set can be extended by means of textual similarity. Different combinations of query and result expansion were evaluated against each other. We used data available in the first release of the APOSDEL system which was built for the domain of Requirements Engineering. The ontology contains 70 concepts and the document set consists of 1016 documents. 496 documents were annotated using one or more concepts. 21 concepts from the domain ontology were used to annotate documents. We compared eight configurations (including one baseline configuration). The results proved encouraging since the three configurations which performed query expansion in combination with result expansion consistently performed best (see [14] for more details).

5 Conclusions

Our approach is to apply a battery of advanced "scruffy" methods to bridge the gap between coarse grained, hand-crafted semantic models and fine grained learning needs. The ultimate goal of this research is to minimize or at best fully eliminate the need for hand-crafted formal models. This will also significantly reduce the amount of human effort needed to create e-Learning systems.

Prototypes developed in the DYONIPOS and APOSDEL projects have shown that the approach is feasible, and will continue to be evaluated in detail using four different learning domains within four application partners.
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